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ABSTRACT

The essential role of the valence, residual p-n interaction in the
development of collectivity, though long known in general terms, has
recently become increasingly apparent. A brief review of the p-n
interaction is given, including some very basic nuclear data that illustrate
its effects and the phenomenological NpNn scheme and the P-factor. This
is followed by a discussion of recent experimental extractions of p-n matrix
elements throughout the periodic table and theoretical efforts to
understand them, in terms of both Shell and Nilsson models.

INTRODUCTION

Nearly four decades ago de Shalit and Goldhaber1 suggested that the
p-n interaction could play an important role in the onset of deformation
in nuclei. Since the 1960's Talmi* has repeatedly emphasized the critical
role of the p-n interaction and discussed its importance in facilitating
single nucleon configuration mixing in the Shell Model. In the early
1970's a rapid new region of deformation was discovered near A=100.
Later, Federman and Pittel3 interpreted the onset of deformation as due,
primarily, to enhanced p-n interactions in spin-orbit partner single particle
states, in particular plg9/2-nlg7/2- This work was generalized to heavy
nuclei, in particular to the rare earth region by Casten et al.4 More recently,
Hartree Fock calculations5 for the A=100 region have confirmed the
importance of the p-n interaction but stress that other (particularly high-j
unique parity) orbits play at least as important a role.

This brief overview will highlight various aspects of the p-n
interaction, starting with some basic nuclear data that reveal its effects in a
very simple way. The NpNn scheme will be briefly reviewed and, then,
empirical p-n matrix elements throughout the periodic table, and their
interpretation, will be discussed in some detail. Much of this paper should
be viewed as embodying the results from recent collaborative papers6'7 to
which the reader is referred for further details and discussion. This
review and summary of some of our recent work is similar to one given
recently at the Predeal International Summer School8.

MANIFESTATIONS OF THE p-n INTERACTION IN NUCLEAR STRUCTURE

Despite the long litany of work recognizing that the valence p-n
interaction is critical to the development of collectivity, it has, on the
whole, been rather neglected as an explicit ingredient in the history of
nuclear structure calculations. It is the contention of this review, and of
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the work it summarizes, that this is an oversight whose correction may
help enrich our understanding of nuclear structure and its evolution.
Indeed, evidence for the pivotal role of the p-n interaction is hardly
difficult to find: evidence for it is manifest by some of the simplest and
best known nuclear data existing. Before discussing more recent work on
the p-n interaction, it is perhaps worthwhile to briefly focus on some of
this data since its relation to the p-n interaction is often forgotten. This is
the purpose of the present section.

Perhaps the most straightforward evidence of the importance of the
p-n interaction is provided by the+energies of low lying levels in even-
even nuclei. The energies of the 2X levels+of nuclei in the Sn region are
shown in Fig. 1. Note the constancy of 1̂ (2 j) in Sn and the rapid decrease
for non-singly magic nuclei. Since low 2l energies are characteristic of the
onset of collectivity and deformation, the key role of the p-n interaction is
obvious: the valence p-n interaction by definition vanishes for Sn as long
as we assume the shell closure is intact, but not for the other nuclei. It is
easy to understand the Sn results. For simplicity, assume only a single
shell model orbit, nlj, is involved. Then, if seniority is a good quantum
number, as it must be for any interaction (e.g., a 8 force) that can be written
in terms of odd tensors2'9, excitation energies of the j n configuration are
independent of n. The striking feature of Fig. 1 then is the very different
behavior for nuclei near Sn with valence protons as well as neutrons. As
Talmi2 has elegantly argued, T=0 residual interactions are much more
effective than T=l interactions in inducing single nucleon configuration
mixing, and hence in breaking the seniority scheme. This mixing must
lead to non-uniform m-substate distributions and hence is tantamount to
deformation, which is characteristically associated with the observed kind
of drop in 2j energies. Thus, the empirical behavior in Fig. 1 is rather
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clear evidence of the role of the p-n interaction and this role is consistent
with simple properties of residual 2-body interactions.

Nuclear separation energies for the last proton or neutron are some
of the simplest data available. They are extremely well known and yet
their deep implications for the p-n interaction, though mentioned rather
early by Talmi2, are surprising little recalled. Figure 2 shows some of their
systematics. Such plots, though simple and familiar, contain an
interesting clue to the p-n interaction and an interesting contrast between
its effects and those of the like-nucleon interaction. Inspection of Fig. 2
will show that the separation energy of a given type of nucleon increases
with the addition of nudeons of the other type and decreases with the
addition of nucleons of the same type. Thus, for example, S(n) increases
with increasing proton number but decreases with increasing neutron
number that is, adding neutrons to a nucleus makes the last neutron less
bound while adding protons makes it more bound. Partly, this is related
to shell structure effects, which account, for example, for the sharp drop is
S(n) after N=82. However, the pervasive pattern shows that, on average,
the like nucleon interaction must be repulsive and that the p-n interaction
is attractive. Moreover, since the latter consists of both T=l and T=0
components, and since the T=l component must be identical (i.e.,
repulsive) to the p-p and n-n forces, the net attractive character of the p-n
interaction implies not only that the T=0 interaction is attractive but also
that it must be stronger than the T=l interaction.

In a multipole expansion of the p-n interaction, the monopole and
quadrupole components are often dominant. These two components
have complementary effects. It has been shown10 that the effect of the
monopole p-n interaction is to shift single particle energy levels of one
kind of particle as a function of the number ol nucleons of the other. A
dramatic example is seen in Fig. 3. The most striking change is the rapid
descent of the lg7/2 orbit between 91Zr and 131Sn. Between these two
elements, with Z=40 and 50, respectively, the proton lg9/2 orbit is filling.
The monopole p-n interaction (constant over all space) depends only on
the radial overlaps of the proton and neutron wave functions, being
largest for similar orbits. [In fact, though rather crude, the



Fig. 3. Single
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approximation1 1 that the monopole p-n matrix elements scale as
l/(An+Ai+l) is not terrible9 for small An and A/.] Being attractive, the
favored plg9/2—nlg7/2 interaction between Zr and Sn lowers these single
particle energies, as dearly seen in Fig. 3. The trend from Sn to Tl can be
similarly understood, at least qualitatively. It is interesting to comment in
passing that, despite this clear qualitative explanation, a quantitative
understanding of the monopole p-n interaction is not yet available. Work
currently in progress12 is attempting to remedy this by developing a
reliable and consistent semi-empirical set of two-body matrix elements
that characterize the monopole p-n interaction across an entire shell.

The quadrupole component depends primarily on the angular
separation of the proton and neutron orbits. Its strength varies as P2 (cos6)
or cos29 where 8 is the angle between the proton and neutron orbital
planes. Viewed in a deformed, or Nilsson, picture, the quadrupole
interaction will be strongest for Nilsson orbits with similar Q o r K values
such as two downsloping orbits. The quadrupole p-n interaction also
depends on the absolute angle of each orbit relative to the nuclear
symmetry axis or nuclear equator for reasons founded in the basic
properties of even tensor interactions in the single-j seniority scheme
where matrix elements of an even tensor operator are negatives of each
other about mid-shell and, consequently, vanish at mid-shell. The basic
effect persists13 in the multi-j Nilsson scheme where flat Nilsson orbits
have very small quadrupole moments. This variation of the quadrupole
p-n interaction with orbit angle will have important consequences later.

With this background, we can now look at the phase transitional
region near A=150 and see another striking manifestation of the
monopole p-n interaction. Figure 4 shows the systematics of E(2^) for the
N=88 and 90 isotones.+ The development of collectivity toward mid-shell
would suggest that E(2t) should decrease from Ba to Gd and this is exactly
what happens for N=90. In contrast, however, the N=88 isotones display
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exactly the opposite behavior with a maximum near Gd. It is hard to
reconcile this with the expected behavior across a normal major shell. A
simple explanation4, however, is that, at the beginning of the Z=50-82
shell there is a substantial subshell gap14 at Z=64, but that this gap
disappears as neutrons fill the II19/2 orbit near N=90 and the strong
attractive monopole interaction with the p lhn /2 orbit lowers the energy
of the latter. On account of this, for N near 82, the Z=64 gap is present and
a nucleus such as Sm with Z=62 actually has, in effect, fewer (2) vatence
protons than Ba (Z=56)7 and, therefore, quite naturally, a higher E(2X). At
N=90 the disappearance of the Z=64 gap leads to a recovery of the normal
proton shell 50-82 and the "normal" behavior of E ^ ) .

THE NpNn SCHEME

If the p-n interaction is truly central to the evolution of structure, it
should be possible to view the nuclear systematics in terms of some
parameter that, at least crudely, reflects its importance. Such an approach
is embodied in the NpNn scheme11 in which nuclear observables are
plotted against the product of the number of valence protons, Np, times
the number of valence neutrons, Nn . The rationale behind the NpNn
scheme is that, if one assumes that the p-n interaction is orbit
independent, then its integrated strength should scale as NpNn. Examples
of NpNn plots are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The simplicanon wrought by
this scheme is evident. The systematics of each observable fall on a
smooth curve throughout a half shell. There is no need to repeat here the
extensive discussions of the NpNn scheme in the literature [see, e.g., refs.
11,15-17]. It may, however, be useful to cite, without discussion, some of
the areas in which the NpNn scheme has been applied:

• evolution of collectivity
• subshell effects
• intruder states and shape coexistence



• high spin states
• simplification of collective model

calculations
• interpretation of HFB calculations
• r-process nuclei
• monopole radiation and nuclear radii
• isovector Ml excitations, F-spin
• NpNn multiplets
• odd-mass nuclei (odd-particle blocking effects)
• heavy ion fusion reactions
• energy weighted sum rules
• saturation of collectivity in deformed nuclei
• monopole and quadrupole p-n interactions

One example may be useful to illustrate since it concerns predictions for
nuclei far from stability which are such a focus of current interest.

Fig. 5.
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Normally, the prediction of properties oi nuclei far from stability is
a process of extrapolation in N, Z or A with all its attendant risks. The
NpN n scheme is useful here because it frequently converts the normal
process of extrapolation to one of interpolation since N p N n values for
many nuclei far from stability are in the same range as those for known
nuclei in the same region16. The idea is illustrated by the recently studied
example of 142Xe, whose level scheme has been deduced from fission
product studies18. Figure 7 shows a no/rmal and a NpNn plot for E ^ ) in
the rare earth region. If one tries to predict the 2^ energy for 142Xe using
normal systematics, an immediate ambiguity arises. The first, most
tempting, approach is to follow the N=88 curve. However, this simple
extrapolation ignores the fact that, with decreasing Z in this region, one is
approaching the Z=50 shell closure and that, at some point, th§ rigidity
associated with the magic numbers should lead to a rise in E ^ ) , rather
than a continued drop. Since, a priori, there is no simple way to anticipate
when this will happen in a normal plot, there is considerable uncertainty
in the actual value for EUj): one can only guess that it should fall
somewhere between 150-350 keV. The N p N n scheme, in contrast,
automatically balances the competition between increased collectivity and
the approach to magicity since this is, in fact, controlled by the p-n
interaction. The N p N n prediction (see Fig. 7, right) is almost exactly
correct

Clearly, the N p N n scheme is useful in considering the systematic
behavior of nuclear structure in a given region: that is, changes in N p N n
are correlated with changes in structure. However, N p N n is a relative
quantity, and this complicates the comparison of different mass regions.
To facilitate such comparisons, it is useful to introduce15 a normalized
form of NjjNn, the P factor, defined as
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p =
NpNn (1)

The P factor has an obvious physical interpretation, namely as the number
of valence p-n interactions per like-nucleon interaction or, equivalently,
the average number of p-n interactions per valence nucleon. Normally,
the behavior of different mass regions appears rather different when
observables are plotted against N, Z or A. Given the importance of the p-n
interaction, though, one might expect an underlying similarity in different
transition regions. This similarity emerges when the same data are
plotted against the P factor. This is illustrated in Fig. 8 which shows that,
not only does each region behave very similarly to the others (with the
slight exception of the actinides), but all regions also fall within a
relatively narrow envelope and each passes through a phase transition
between P=4-5. This critical value of P is quite revealing. This is evident if
P is expressed, as above, as the ratio of the number of p-n interactions to
the number of like-nucleon interactions and if it is recalled that typical p-n
interaction strengths are 200-300 keV while the pairing interaction is
around 1 MeV. Thus, Pcrit=4-5 corresponds to the region in a shell where
there are 4-5 p-n interactions for each pairing interaction and therefore to
just the point where the p-n interaction begins to dominate the pairing
interaction. This result15 highlights once again the intimate connection
between the p-n interaction and collectivity on the one hand, and the
utility of NpNn and the P factor as measures of the integrated p-n strength
on the other.

EMPIRICAL VALIDATION OF THE NpNn SCHEME

[Note: Much of the following sections is taken from Refs. 6, 7 and
19. I am grateful to my collaborators D. S. Brenner, J.-Y. Zhang,
W.-T. Chou, D. D. Warner, and C. Wesselborg for this material]
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Fig. 9. Plot of integrated empirical p-n interactions Vp n , obtained by
summing Eq. 2, against NpNn. From Ref. 7.

The NpNn scheme was originally motivated by the recognition of
the importance of the valence p-n interaction and is justified by its
practical utility. It is based on the assumption that the integrated p-n
interaction strength is a simple function of NpNn. To test this empirically,
one needs to extract empirical values for specific p-n matrix elements and
demonstrate their approximate orbit independence or, at least, a scaling of
their integral with NpNn. This has recently been done. Zhang et al.7 have
discussed the following double difference of binding energies that isolates
the interaction, denoted 8Vpn, of the last valence proton with the last
valence neutron.

(2)= 4 [ ( B(Z+2,N+2) - B(Z+2,N) ) - ( B(Z,N+2) - B(Z,N)

where B(Z,N) is the (negative) binding energy of the nucleus Z,N. This
double difference cancels mean field and like-nucleon interactions. It is
discussed more extensively in Ref. 7 where its antecedents in existing mass
equations are also discussed. Below, we shall present plots of individual
8Vpn values over the entire Periodic Table. First, we consider sums of
SVpn over all valence protons and neutrons giving the integral of 5Vpn,
denoted Vp n , which is plotted against N p N n in Fig. 9. The result is
striking: there is an almost exact linearity in the relationship. [The one
exception to this trend are the single points at N p N n = 15 but these are
truly exceptions which prove the rule since these nuclei corresponds to
extreme N p and N n values of 1 and 15 in comparison to nuclei with N p
and N n = 3 and 5.] Of particular note in Fig. 9 are the nearly overlapping
circles occurring for the same NpNn values. These correspond to nuclei
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with different separate values of N p and N n but the same valence product.
The virtually identical values of Vpn strongly support the idea of the
approximate linearity of integrated p-n strength with N p N n at least up to
about the one-third filled part in the shell. These results provide an
empirical, microscopic, underpinning to the rationale behind the NpNn
scheme and give it a conceptual credence beyond its mere practical utility.

EMPIRICAL P-N INTERACTION MATRIX ELEMENTS

Empirical p-n matrix elements of the last proton with the last
neutron are plotted for all even-even nuclei in Fig. 10 and show a number
of fascinating features6. To discuss these, note first that larger (attractive)
p-n interaction strengths correspond to lower values on the plot.
Ignoring, for a moment, the obvious singularities that occur for certain
light nuclei, we see that, globally, there is a rather smooth trend toward
smaller and smaller values with increasing mass. This has an obvious,
and well known, explanation: the p-n matrix elements are sensitive to the
overlaps of the respective orbits. For a residual two-body interaction of
constant radius, the matrix elements decrease as the radii of the respective
Shell Model orbits increase and the wave functions become more spread
out in space. This is reinforced by the neutron excess in heavy nuclei
which further increases the difference in proton and neutron radii.

Besides this secular trend there are two obvious structural features
of the plot. The most dramatic is the set of enormous spikes in 5Vpn for
certain light nuclei. Inspection of the data shows that, in each case, these
are specifically those nuclei with N=Z. An explanation for this apparently
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anomalous behavior is readily at hand6. It is implicitly contained2 in
typical parameterizations of nuclear masses which contain a T(T+1) term,
which gives an extremum for T=0 characterizing N=Z nuclei. A more
microscopic interpretation can be obtained6 with simple Shell Model
calculations. In the middle panels of Fig. 11 are the results of two Shell
Model calculations, carried out in the 2s-ld shell (N=8-20) with a surface 5
interaction. The single particle energies were chosen to approximately lit
the spectra of 17O and ^ N while the strength of the T=l part of the two-
body interaction approximately reproduces the spectra of 18O and 18Ne.
Calculations are shown for two values of the T=0 strength. On the right
the results are given for VT=O = 0: clearly these calculations cannot
reproduce the empirical results. This is not surprising: indeed, we argued
earlier that the T=0 strength is substantially greater than the T=I strength.
The calculation on the left uses a more realistic T=0 strength, namely,
VT=O = 2VT=I- Even though the space is highly restricted and the force is a
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schematic surface 5 interaction, these calculations reproduce the data
remarkably well yielding spikes at N=Z of roughly the right magnitude.
The only discrepancy is that the spikes are roughly constant in magnitude
whereas the empirical spikes decrease in magnitude with increasing A.

The bottom panel shows a calculation using the more realistic
Wildenthal universal 2s-Id interaction^ (USD). In this panel, the SVpn
values for nuclei with N*Z are schematically indicated by the diagonally
marked band while the locus of N=Z spikes is indicated by the points lying
below this band. The calculations with surface 5 and Wildenthal
interactions are indicated. The latter exactly reproduces the empirical
results. Though the USD interaction is already well established20, these
results provide a particularly sensitive test since 8Vpn represents the rather
small resultant of a double difference of binding energies from four
adjacent even-even nuclei. The appearance of N=Z singularities in both
the highly schematic calculations and those with a realistic interaction
reflects its origin in very basic features of T=0 interactions in two-nucleon
wave functions, in particular the strong p-n interactions in N=Z nuclei
with protons and neutrons in equivalent orbits characterized by enhanced
spatial symmetry of their wave functions.

Despite the approximate orbit independence of the p-n interaction
seen in Fig. 10 and implied by Fig. 9, the microstructure in heavier nuclei,
that is, the detailed fluctuations in 8Vpn, is no less interesting. As one
example, Fig. 12 shows a decrease of 5Vpn toward midshell and a levelling
off thereafter. It seems likely that this behavior reflects the presence of
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last neutron. Bottom: Shell Model calculations of 8Vpn. From Ref. 19.

both monopole and quadrupole components near the beginning of a shell
and the decrease of die quadrupole component toward mid-shell, leaving
the dominant monopole component in the latter region. If this is true,
the figure suggests an average value of - -250 keV for this component.

Other microstructure is both more dramatic and more easily
interpretable. The most obvious case is the Pb region shown in expanded



form in Fig. 13 along with two sets of calculations19. The empirical results
show large changes in 5Vpn on different sides of 208Pb. Specifically, when
protons and neutrons are either both above or both below the N=82 and
Z=126 magic numbers, the p-n interactions are large. When the proton
and neutron numbers are on opposite sides of these two magic numbers,
the p-n interactions drop markedly. As noted, this has a simple "overlap"
explanation. Single particle Shell Model orbits, labelled by the quantum
numbers (n,l,j), at the end of a major shell are typified by relatively high n
and low 1 and j whereas, at the beginning of a shell, the single particle
states are of lower n and high 1 and j . It is clear that the overlap of a pair of
orbits at the same end of a major shell will be higher than for orbits on
opposite ends of a shell.

This qualitative explanation of the fluctuation patterns in p-n
matrix elements near 208Pb, and in other doubly magic regions, can be
quantified and substantiated by both Nilsson and Shell Model calculations.
The idea behind the Nilsson Model calculations is that the proton and
neutron quadrupole moments, and hence the quadrupole p-n
interactions, are largest just below and above closed shells and therefore
the fluctuations in p-n matrix elements near closed shells should be
largely controlled by this component. The calculations for these nearly
spherical nuclei were done with a (nearly arbitrary) deformation
parameter of e = 0.01. This arbitrariness only means that the p-n matrix
elements are calculated on an arbitrary scale: the calculated fluctuations in
SVpn, however, are nearly independent of e. The calculations were done19

with standard pairing and Nilsson parameters. It is dear that they
reproduce the empirical values extraordinarily well. Not only are the
sudden jumps around 208Pb reproduced, but also many of the fine details
of the microstructure are represented in the calculations.

It is interesting to compare these calculations with those in the
Shell Model since the two approaches are rather complementary. The
latter were done19 with a highly truncated space and a surface 5
interaction. They are presented in the bottom panel of Fig. 13. Below the
Pb magic numbers, the basis states for each kind of nucleon include three
low j orbits while, above, a single orbit is used.

There are two interesting conclusions. First, as with the Nilsson
Model, the Shell Model nicely reproduces most of the effects seen
experimentally. The exception is that the gap in 6Vpn across Z=82 for
N<126 is much smaller in the calculations than in the data. Secondly, as
opposed to Nilsson calculations, the Shell Model automatically includes
all relevant multipoles in the space considered and, remarkably, even the
absolute calculated values between -200 and -400 keV are in excellent
agreement with the data.

The fact that the Nilsson Model, with extended space and schematic
force, and the Shell Model, with restricted space and more realistic
interaction, both reproduce the data and give very similar results, strongly
suggests that the origin of the fluctuations in 8Vpn in the Pb region resides
not in small details of the wave functions but in the substantial changes in
proton and neutron wave function overlaps as the doubly magic region is



traversed. This argues for the essentially simple nature of the underlying
physics behind the fluctuations and microstructure in p-n matrix elements
in heavy nuclei.

CONCLUSIONS

A number of issues relating to the p-n interaction in nuclear
structure have been discussed, including its manifestations in very simple
nuclear data, the different roles of its separate multipoles, the N p N n
scheme and the P factor, their validation through empirical integrated
valence p-n interaction strengths, the global and regional behavior of
individual p-n matrix elements, including singularities for N=Z nuclei,
the saturation of quadrupole p-n interactions near mid-shell, and strong
fluctuations in closed shell regions, along with their interpretation in
terms of Nilsson and Shell Model calculations.
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